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HOW TO RECOGNIZE METEORITES
DON JOAQUIN'S LOST GOLD MINE

AJutl hot the
A/ative
By MARY BEAL
/ y F GOOD fortune has led you to the
V higher desert mountains, you have
met with that distinctive member
of the Pine family, the Pinyon tree. If you
don't know it, let's scrape acquaintance
with it now. There are two important nut
pines at home in the desert—Pinus cetnbraides and Pinus edulis, but we'll note
the necessary points of identification later
and* first follow up the Pinyon's line of
human interest. Much local color centers
around it, a picturesque ornament that
sets off its utility in goodly fashion.
Compared with its numerous majestic
relatives it is the runt of the family, seldom exceeding 25 feet, its usual height 10
to 20 feet. It furnishes very little shade,
even when forming large groves. A Pinyon forest is open, the trees scattered rather
widely apart. In true pioneer manner
many of the clan venture into the most
rugged environments pre-empting any
convenient ledge where a bit of soil offers
nourishment. Many a twisted, gnarly Pinyon have I seen among the crags and pinnacles of rocky ranges, clinging to precarious footholds, its roots often seeming to be
embedded in solid rock.
Not one of the more imposing pines, it
has been of first importance to life within
its areas. Along the desert-facing slopes of
the Sierra Nevadas, southward into Mexico, eastward throughout most of Nevada,
into Utah and Arizona, the fruitfulness of
the Pinyon has been a godsend to the inhabitants of the surrounding arid regions.
Its sweet tasty nuts added richly-nutritious
stores to the primitive pantry.
No more picturesque phase of early
times among native tribes has been chronicled than the harvesting of the autumn
Pinyon crop. A tenderfoot wouldn't expect much from such small cones, measuring IV2 to 2V2 inches long and almost
globose, but the nuts take up at least half
of that bulk, each oblong flavorsome morsel in its brown paper-shelled case V2 to %
inch long.
The cones ripen their seeds in early fall
of the second year but the provident Indian did not wait for the seeds to be released according to nature's schedule.
They forced the green cones to open their
scales prematurely by roasting them in
huge bonfires, which put the human nutgatherers several jumps ahead of the squirrels, jays, and o.ther nut-lovers of the Pinyon belt. The nut harvest was important
not only in the Indian's domestic economy; it was a gala affair, looked forward

Pinyon trees high up in the Providence mountains in eastern Mojave desert.
Photo by the author.
to from year to year. Along in September,
as many members of the tribe as could
travel set forth to the mountains, mostly
on horseback, all in merry mood. From the
well-chosen camping spot, all took part in
the joyful work of gathering the toothsome crop. With long poles the nearly-ripe
cones were beaten from the trees, gathered
in large baskets or sacks by the women
and children and dumped in huge piles,
where the roasting fires were built, encircled by large stones.
It must have been a sticky dirty proceeding from start to finish. The trees may be
the nuttiest of their family but they also
have such a prodigal amount of resin that
one can scarcely come in contact with any
part of a Pinyon without taking on some
of the sticky stuff.
In good years the trees are so prolific
that the bountiful nut harvest not only
supplied the Indians' needs but left a generous surplus for sale in accessible markets. Today this custom is carried on infrequently, the demands of necessity not
being urgent. Fortunately there are always
some whose wishful appetite impels them
to make the pilgrimage. I have benefited
more than once by such Pinyon excursions, thanks to the interest of my Pahute
friend Katie the Basketmaker. John Muit
pays high tribute to the nut pine as the
most important food-tree on the Sierra,
and calls it "the Indians' own tree," so
highly prized that in early times they even
killed white men for cutting them down.
Because of its small size the lumbering
industry has had no interest in it, but in
the days of the West's development it furnished timber, charcoal, fuel and rough
fencing for mines and ranches.
The Pinyons are short-trunked and flatcrowned. They start out as shapely little
spires, in traditional Christmas tree form.

but as they mature the tops flatten out,
the divergent branches often crooked and
drooping.
Pinus cembroides
Botanists give this species two varieties,
parryana and monophylla, the latter by far
the most common and listed by some botanists as a separate species, Pinus. Monophylla, which in common parlance is Singleleaf Pinyon. Its blue-green needle-like
leaves (1 to 2 inches lon£j) are borne
singly, only one in a sheath. The Parry
Pinyon as a rule has four leaves clustered
in each sheath and is restricted to the dry
desert slopes of San Jacinto and Santa Rosa
mountains. Monophylla is the common
Pinyon of the Sierra's eastern slopes and
the high desert ranges of California and
Nevada, less common in Arizona. The
species itself, cembroides, is known as
Mexican Pinyon, and carries its leaves in
threes. It flourishes in northern Mexico
and crosses the border into Arizona, New
Mexico and western Texas.
Pinus edulis
This is the predominant Pinvon of
northern and central Arizona and the most
widespread, its range extending eastward
into western Oklahoma and as far north
as southern Wyoming. It has been reported in the New York mountains of eastern
Mojave desert. Oftener than other species
it grows in extensive "pure stands," giving large areas the appearance of huge apple orchards, especially in Arizona and
New Mexico, where the nut crop still finds
its way to market in sufficient quantity to
be profitable to its Indian harvesters. The
leaves, unlike those of the foregoing
species, are not quite cylindric, are deeply
channeled and their color more yellowish
green.
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trip of the
month

DESERT VISITS JULIAN
BY
D. W. GRANTHAM
For this Issues trip, we
decided to combine a. desire
to visit the Northern Mother
Lode area with one of the San
Diego Prospectors/Rockhound
Clubs outings.
Midway between San Diego
and the Anza Borrego Desert
Is one of California's best
kept historical cities. The
entire town and Its surrounding area are filled with history from the Butterfleld
stage route to gold mining to
Indian Reservations, along
with some of the best cherry
elder and apple products In
Southern California.
Of course, we mean Julian
In San Diego's back country.
Arising early one weekend day,
we proceeded west from the
Coachella Valley to Freeway
215 In San Bernardino. Proceeding south on 215 past Perrls,
Temecula, and Rainbow, we
turned east on Highway 78 at
Escondldo. \Ale passed the
San Diego lAllld Animal Park,
drove through Ramona, past
Santa Ysabel and lAlltch Creek,
and Into Julian. Total travel
time from the desert was about three hours using this
route.

There are several more InterestIng routes, but these were bypassed as our time was limited.
At the close of the Civil
lAlar, five Confederate Army
Veterans, Drury, Frank and James
Bailey, and their cousins,
Michael and Webb Julian, left
their Georgia homes In the desecrated South to seek new homes
and fortunes In the West. They
proceeded Independently, but rejoined quite by accident In
Eureka, Nevada.
Leaving the silver fields of
Nevada, they proceeded to San
Diego, but found work too scarse
and too many Northerners there.
They then proceeded to the eastern hill country of San Diego
County where they found both a
new home and their fortunes.
Upon reaching the valley In
1868, Drury Bailey Is reported to
have told the others, "This Is
the most beautiful place I have
seen since I left home. Let's
each of us locate a home here."
But their beautiful place In the
mountains was destined for discovery by others.
A prospector named Fred
Coleman found placer gold near
the confluence of the Julian
and Wlyanola creeks In 1869,
setting off a gold rush and the
founding of Coleman City. But
It was the discovery of "hard
rock" gold that started the
Julian gold rush.
The most frequently repeated
story Is that a 13 year old boy,
Billy Gorman, while gathering
firewood for camp, noticed a
plLe of white rocks containing
yellow specks.

He took a chunk of the
rock to his father and
asked If Lt was gold.
It was and the rush was
on.

Julian*/!!

Another story Ls that
the first quartz claim
In what was to become
the Julian Mining District was filed by
Drury Bailey In February
1870.
It turned out to
be a pocket claim and
was quickly abandoned.
Five days later, H.C.
Bickers recorded the
discovery of the George
Washington Mine, the
first real gold producer
In the district.
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He filed a claim and
proceeded with development. Drew Bailey filed
a homestead to lay out
a town In the north end
of the valley. He
named It for his cousin,
Mike Julian. Mike Julian
was later elected recorder of the mining district
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Inside The Eagle Mine Tunnel

Gold was the seed from
which Julian sprang and
many abandoned mines
punctuate the forested
hillsides to the north
and east of town, mines
with names Like High
Peak, Washington, Eagle,
Warlock, Stonewall,
Golden Gem, and Ready
Relief.
East of Julian at the
edge of the desert at
Banner and south to the
Laguna and Cuyamaca
Mountains,scores of other
mine workings speckle
the slopes and flats.

